L

ve Literacy

Word of the Week: legislate
1. Make or enact laws - “they legislated against discrimination in the
workplace."
synonyms: make laws · pass laws · enact laws · establish laws ·
2. Bring about by making or enacting laws - "constitutional changes will be
legislated."
3. Provide or prepare for (an occurrence) - "you cannot legislate for bad luck like
that."

Great Grammar and Great Punctuation
Proofreading
It is essential to proofread your writing.
You must edit your writing so that it is
accurate. Everyone makes errors whilst
writing so proofreading is essential.

Proof reading: can you spot the mistakes?
Read the passage carefully and then underline the errors and write the
correct words above. There are 20 errors.
Walking through the forrest, near her home in windsor, jade could smell
all the wonders of spring in the air with wild flowers blouming and pine
needles hevy with rain. it was a fresh morning, with dew on the grassie
patches and there was a chill in the air.
All the animals were up and about singing their melodys and making the
early morning sounds. in the leaves small rodents rustled thru the bushes
while squirrles cracked nuts and scrambled up tree trunks. there were
also thousands of insects that buzzed around, it was beatiful. She
eventually got to the river thames where she saw a boat called lucky lady
sailing along the pieceful water. Jade lay down and streched out on a
warm patch of grass while the river krept by.

Corrected
Walking through the forest, near her home in Windsor, Jade
could smell all the wonders of spring in the air with wild flowers
blooming and pine needles heavy with rain. It was a fresh
morning, with dew on the grassy patches and there was a chill
in the air.
All the animals were up and about singing their melodies and
making the early morning sounds. In the leaves small rodents
rustled through the bushes while squirrels cracked nuts and
scrambled up tree trunks. There were also thousands of insects
that buzzed around, it was beautiful. She eventually got to the
river Thames where she saw a boat called Lucky Lady sailing
along the peaceful water. Jade lay down and stretched out on a
warm patch of grass while the river crept by.

